Abstract. We study a convergence notion which has particular relevance for convex analysis and lends itself quite naturally to successive approximation schemes in a variety of areas. Motivated particularly by problems in optimization subject to constraints, we develop technical tools necessary for systematic use of this convergence in finite-dimensional settings. Simple conditions are established under which this convergence for sequences of sets, functions and subdifferentials is preserved under various basic operations, including, for example, those of addition and infimal convolution in the case of functions.
1. Introduction. A certain very natural notion of convergence for sequences of convex sets, functions and related operators has received increasing attention since the mid-1960's. Such work has been motivated by efforts toward successive approximation schemes in a wide variety of areas, including statistics, variational inequalities, approximation theory, stochastic optimization, control theory, and mathematical programming. Especially noteworthy features of this convergence notion, as applied to convex functions, are that it is preserved under two of the chief operations of convex analysis: the Fenchel transform, and subdifferentiation. In the context of functions, the notion differs in subtle yet important ways from ordinary pointwise convergence.
In this paper we analyze how this convergence behaves with respect to various basic constructions involving convex sets, functions and subdifferentials. Our aim is to develop the technical tools necessary for a systematic application of this convergence notion to constrained optimization situations. Elsewhere [4] , [10] we make essential use of the tools developed here. For example, in [4] we develop the details of a broad scheme for approximating a given dual pair of optimization problems as the limit of a sequence of such pairs of problems. Since the source of the sequence of approximating problems is left unspecified, the framework permits applications of both a theoretical and a numerical analytical nature.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we define the convergence notion for sets, functions and operators, and then the two basic results concerning preservation under conjugacy and subdifferentiation are recalled. In §3 we treat preservation of convergence of sequences of convex sets under the operations of addition and forming images under linear transformations. Building on these results, we then treat sequences of convex functions with respect to the dual operations of addition and infimal convolution in §4 and also two other dual operations involving linear transformations in §6. The latter two operations are central to applications to more general programming situations [4] , [10] . In §5 we consider the case of additively separable functions. This permits application in decomposition situations, as well as in network optimization [4] . In §7 the result concerning addition of functions is recast in terms of the associated subdifferential operators. This gives a sum result for this basic class of maximal monotone operators. Additional such results for other classes of maximal monotone operators can be found in [2] , [3] . Finally, in §8 we present generalizations of the earlier results which involved two sequences of functions. These extensions from the case k = 2 to k > 2 are not necessarily immediate, as one would customarily expect. This is due to the sometimes rather intricate juggling of hypotheses needed to accomodate the duality arguments used.
2. Definitions and background results. First, we recall a well-known notion of convergence for sequences of subsets of fi". For each index a = 1, 2,.. . let Sa be a subset of R". The limit inferior of the sequence (Sa) is the set lim inf Sa = {lim xa\xa G Sa, a G (a)}, and the limit superior of (Sa) is the set lim sup Sa = {lim xp\xp G Sfi, B G (B), (fi) C (a)}.
Here we write (a) to denote the sequence of integers a = 1, 2, . . . (excluding the limit index oo), and we write (B) c (a) to denote that (R) is a subsequence of (a). The sequence (Sa) converges to Sx if and only if (2.1) lim sup Sa c Sx c lim inf Sa, which we denote by writing Sa -»Sx. If (Sa) converges to SK, then we actually have equality throughout (2.1) and Sx is closed. If/is an extended-real-valued function on R", its epigraph is the set epi/= {(x,n)GR"+x\p>f(x)}.
For each a = 1, . . . , oo let ^ be such a function. We say the sequence (fa) converges to/^, written fa -»/«,, if and only if the sequence (epi/a) of epigraphs converges to epi/^ in the sense of (2.1). This convergence of functions is in general not comparable to pointwise convergence, even in the case in which each /" is closed proper convex, i.e. when each epi/a is a nonempty closed convex set containing no vertical line. Elementary examples illustrating the inequivalence can be found in [18] and [20] . For an extensive analysis of the relationship between the present convergence and others, see Salinetti and Wets [15] , [16] . In particular, in [15] a maximal class of closed proper convex functions is identified for which pointwise convergence and the present notion coincide.
The special importance which the convergence defined above has for convex functions is foreshadowed by the following two theorems. For these, a few definitions will now be recalled. (Further background on convex analysis can be found in Rockafellar [13] .) The effective domain of a convex function is the set dom/= {x G R"\f(x) < +00}.
The conjugate (or Fenchel transform) of/is the closed convex function/* given by f*(x*) = sup {x-x* -fix)}, x* G R", X where we have used the notation x ■ x* to denote the usual inner product of two vectors. [6] , [7] . A nonconvex version of Theorem 1 is given in McLinden [9] .
A second main background result relates convergence of convex functions to that of the associated sequence of subdifferentials. Recall that the set of subgradients of /at x is the set df(x)= {x* G Rn\fix') >f(x) + (x' -x)-x*,\fx' G Rn}.
The subdifferential of / is the multivalued operator 6/ mapping points x G R" into subsets dfix) c R * and having graph G(df) = {(x, x*) G R2n\x* E dfix)}.
For convenience in what follows, we identify subdifferentials with their graphs. The effective domain of 3/ is the set D(df) = {xGR"\df(x)^0}. This result is due to Attouch [1] , who established it in the setting of Hilbert spaces. Related material, variants and alternate proofs can be found in Brezis [5] , Matzeu [8] , and McLinden [9] .
To conclude this preliminary section, we record several more definitions. For any operator T mapping points of R" into subsets (possibly empty or singletons) of R m, we write D(T) = {x G R"\T(x) ¥> 0}, G(T) = {(x,y) G R" X Rm\y G T(x)} for the effective domain and the graph of T. If T is such an operator for each a = 1, . . . , oo, we say that the sequence (Ta) converges to Tx, and write Ta -^ Tx, provided that the sequence (G(Ta)) of graphs converges to G(TJ) in the sense of (2.1). 3 . Operations on sets. If A is a linear transformation, we denote its nullspace, range, and graph by N(A), R(A), and G(A), respectively. If C is a nonempty convex subset of R ", its recession cone is the nonempty convex set 0+C= {y E R"\y + C cC}.
The following result is central to this paper. Notice that the technical condition it requires involves only the limit linear transformation and convex set. Proof. For each a = 1, . . . , oo define Aa: R2n -* R" by Aa(xx, x^ = xx + x2. It is easy to check that the sequence of direct sums ((Ca © Da)) converges to Cx © Dx. Since Aa(Ca © Da) = Ca + Da and 0+(Q © Da) = 0+Q ffi 0+Da, the hypothesis (0+CJ n (~0+Z> J = {0} implies N(AJ n 0+(Cx ffi DJ = {0}.
The corollary now follows from Theorem 3. □ The proof of Theorem 3 depends on a series of lemmas. Lemma 1. Suppose that (xa) and (ca) are sequences in R" with \\ca\\ -> oo. Assume there exist k > 0 and u G R" such that \\xa\\ < k for all a and ca||cj|-1 -* «• Then (ca ~ *«)lk« -xa\\'x-^u.
Proof. We have \\xa\\ < k < \\ca\\ for all sufficiently large a, and hence (1 + 11^.11 IIC.II-1)"1 < HC«II HC« -^H'1 < (1 -H^ll HCair1)"' by the triangle inequality. Thus ||ca|| \\ca -xa\\~x -> 1, and consequently (c" -*«)iic0 -xj-1 = (cjicjr1 -xa\\ca\\-x)\\ca\\ \\ca-xj-x^u, completing the proof. □ Lemma 2. For each a = I, ..., oo let Ca be a nonempty convex subset of R". Assume that Ca -* C^. Suppose for some subsequence (Cp) of (Ca) and u E R" there is a sequence (c^) such that cp G Cp, \\Cp\\ -» oo, and c^llc^H"1 -> u. Then u E o+cx.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Choose x E Cx and r > 0. It will suffice to show (x + ru) E Cw. We can find a sequence (xa) such that xa E Ca and xa -> x, and then we can choose k > 0 such that \\xa\\ < k for all a. Let (xp) be the subsequence of (xa) corresponding to the subsequence (Cp) of the hypothesis. There exists /? such that R > fi implies \\cp\\ > (k + r). For such R we have that 0 < r < \\cp -xp\\ and (since Cp is convex) Xp + XWcp-x^^Z^^ECp forO<X<l, so that
Xfi + r{(cp -xp)/\\cp -xfi\\) E Cp.
It follows from Lemma 1 that (cp -Xp)\\cp -Xp\\~x -> u, and this combined with Xp -» x and Ca -> Cw yields (x + ru) E CM. D Lemma 3. For each a = 1, . . . , oo let Aa be a linear transformation from R" to Rm. Then the following conditions are pairwise equivalent:
(The convergence in (3.1) is as described in §2, where the graphs are considered as subsets of R" X Rm.)
Proof. First, we show (3.1) implies (3.2). We begin by noticing that (|M"||) is bounded. Indeed, suppose otherwise. Then there is a subsequence (Ap) of (Aa) such that ||^||-»oo.
Choose a sequence (up) of unit vectors such that H^t^H > (H/LjII/2), and set yp = \\ApUp\\~x. Since H^y^)!! = 1 for all R, we may assume that there is a unit vector v E Rm such that Ap(ypUp)^ v. From the hypothesis G(Aa)^> G(AX) and (ypUp, Ap(ypUp)) -»(0, v) we conclude that .4^,(0) = v. But this is a contradiction, since v is a unit vector. Now let xx E R". Since G(Aa)^> G(AX), there is a sequence (xa) in R" such that (xa, Aaxa) -> (xx, AxxJ.
In view of the estimate IMooXoo -^o^ooll ^ IMooXoo -^a^all + ll^all \\Xa ~ Xoo 11' the desired implication follows. That (3.2) is equivalent to (3.3) is standard. Finally, we show (3.2) and (3.3) imply (3.1). We have G(A J c lim inf G(Aa) since (xx, Aax00)^(x00,A00x00). Suppose (G(Ap)) is a subsequence of (G(AJ) and (xp) is a sequence such that the sequence ((xp, ApXp)) converges to some pair (xx, y).
To prove lim sup G(Aa) c G(AJ it will suffice to show y = A^x^. But this is immediate, since \\y -AxxJ\ < ||.y -ApXp\\ + \\Ap\\ ||^ -*J| + \\Ap -Ax\\ ||*J|, and the quantity on the right converges to zero. □ In view of Lemma 3, henceforth we write Aa^Aa0 for any of these three equivalent forms of convergence of linear transformations. Assume that Ca -> Cm. Then lim sup 0+Q C 0+Cx.
Proof. Suppose that yx G lim sup(0+Ca). Then we can find a subsequence (0+Cg) of (0+Ca) and a sequence (yp) such that^ G 0+C/S and>^ -^.y^. Choose xx E Cx and r > 0. It will suffice to show that (xM + ryj E Cx. Since Ca -» Cx, there is a sequence (*") such that xa G Ca and xa -> i:M. Now (x^ + ryp) E Cp and lim sup Cp c Cw, so (xx + ryx) G Cx. □ Lemma 5. For eac/z a = 1, . . ., oo let Ca and Da be convex cones in R". Assume that lim sup Ca c Cx and lim sup Da c Dx. Suppose that Cw n BM = {0}. Then there is an a such that a > a implies Ca n Da = {0}.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion fails. Then we can find a subsequence (B) of (a) and a sequence of nonzero vectors (up) such that Up E Cp n Dp. We may assume that each up is a unit vector and that there is a unit vector u such that Up -» u. Then w G Cx n £>«, by the "lim sup" hypothesis. This contradiction shows the conclusion must be valid, fj Proof of Theorem 3. The set AaCa is clearly nonempty convex. Let cx G Cx.
Since Cw C lim inf Ca, there is a sequence (ca) with ca E Ca such that ca -> cB. It follows that^c^ G lim inf AaCa, since
M«c" -^ooCjl < \\Aa -Ax\\ \\ca\\ + \\AX\\ \\ca -cx\\ and the quantity on the right goes to zero as a goes to infinity. Now let (Cp) be a subsequence of (Ca) and (cp) be a sequence such that Cp G Cp and the sequence ApCp converges to some xx G Rm. To complete the convergence conclusion it will suffice to show that xx = Axcx for some cx E Cx. We claim that the sequence (\\cp\\) is bounded. If not, we may assume that \\cp\\ -» oo and that there is a unit vector u G R" such that c^Hc^lp1 -» u. From Lemma 2 it follows that u G 0+Coo. Let Up = Cp\\cp\\~x. Since Ap -> Ax pointwise and Up -> u, we have ApUp -^Axu. We also have \\cp\\(ApUp)-> xx and so ||cg|| \\ApUp\\ -> Hx^y. This implies (11^/3^11)^0, since Hc^H-^oo, and so u G N(AJ. But this contradicts the hypothesis N(AX) n 0+Cx = {0}. Therefore (\\cp\\) is bounded, and we may assume License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Here Ca -» Cx and N(AX) n 0+Cx is the simplest nontrivial subspace, yet (AaCa)
does not converge to AXCX.
4. Addition and inf-convolution of functions. We now apply the results of §3 to epigraphs of functions to obtain results for preservation of convergence of functions under natural operations. The recession function of a closed proper convex function/on R" is the function whose epigraph is 0+(epi/). It is denoted by/0+. The infimal convolution of two closed proper convex functions / and g on R " is the convex function on R " given by (fOg)(x) = M {fix') + g(x -x')}. = (f*0+)(x*) + (g*0+)(-x*), where the second equality follows from [13, Theorem 13.3] . We conclude that (4.2) is equivalent to (4.3). Now suppose that (x*, ix*) G 0+(epi/*) n (-0+(epi g*)). Then we have n* > (f*0+)(x*) and -u* > (g*0+)(-x*). In particular, this yields (f*0+)(x*) + (g*0+)(-x*) < p.* -u* = 0 so that (4.2) implies x* = 0. It follows that li* > (f0+)(x*) = 0 and -fi* > (g*0+)(-x*) = 0, which imply ll* = 0. Thus (4.2) implies (4.1). We establish the implication (4.1) =» (4. 3) by contraposition. Suppose that there exists x* ^ 0 such that (f*0+)(x*) + (g*0+)(-x*) < 0. Then both summands are finite (see [13, Theorem 8.5] ), so there exist real numbers ll* and v* satisfying (f*0+)(x*) < li*, (g*0+)(-x*) < -v*, and ju,* -v* < 0. These conditions yield (x*, ii*) E 0+(epif*) n (-0+(epig*)). Then there is an a such that a > a implies (fa + ga) is closed proper convex, and (fa + go) -» (/oo + gjProof. It follows from Theorem 1 that f£ ->/£, and g*^^gx, and it follows from Lemma 6 that 0+(epii^) n ( -0+(epi gx)) = {0}. Hence, Theorem 4 yields an a such that a > a implies (/*Dg*) is closed proper convex, and (/*Dg*) -* (ftoHgJ-It follows from [13, Theorems 16.4, 12.2] that for these a, (f*\3g*) = (fa + ga)* and (fa + ga) is closed proper convex. The result now follows from another application of Theorem 1. fj
The relative interior of a subset S of R", denoted by ri S, is the interior of S relative to the smallest affine subset of R" which contains S. The next example shows that we cannot weaken the technical condition of Theorem 5 from 0 G inKdom/^, -dom gx) to 0 G ri(dom/00 -dom gx). The hypothesis N(AX) n {x G Rn\(fx0+)(x) < 0} = {0} is equivalent to N(BX) n 0+(epifx)= {0}. Hence, Theorem 3 yields an a such that a>a implies Ba(epifa) is closed, and Ba(epifa)-± Bx(epifx). Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that we may assume N(Ba) n 0+(epi/a) = {0} for these a, and so [13, Theorem 9.2] implies that for these a the function AJa is closed proper convex. □ We remark that in Theorem 7 one also has, for each a > a and each fixed y and ju. satisfying (AJa)(y) < ju < +oo, that the set {x E R"\Aax = y, fa(x) < u) is actually compact convex. This can be shown as an exercise by means of recession theory [13] since, as was shown in the proof above, the condition N(Aa) n {x E R"\(fa0+)(x) < 0} = {0} holds for such a.
The condition needed for Theorem 7 will now be dualized in preparation for Theorem 8. Suppose that 0 G int(R(Ax) -domfx).
Then there is an a such that a > a implies faAa is closed proper convex on Rm, and faAa -^fxAx.
Proof. Lemma 7 implies that N(AX) n {x* E Rn\(f*x0+)(x*) < 0} = {0}. Theorem 1 implies/* -^ft,, and clearly A* -* A*x. From Theorem 7 we have an a such that a > a implies /I*/* is closed proper convex, and A*f^ -^A^f^.
Theorem 1 now yields (A^)* -+(A*xrj*.
Since (A^)* =f^*A;*=faAa for each a, we obtain faAa^>fxAx, where faAa is closed and proper for all a>a (see [13, Theorems 16. Proof. For each a we have a closed proper convex function fa on R" such that We remark, concerning the technical conditions appearing in Theorem 9' and its proof, that it is not hard to show that the set appearing in (8.9) and the set mt\(xx,...,xk)\0* n(xj+ D{M-))\ actually coincide, where M'a = dya.
